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Taylor: Power in Washington: Congress Versus the White House

power in washington congress
versus the white house
stan A taylor
would like to preface my remarks to you with three personal affirmations which I1 hope are not inappropriate
frist 1I am very grateful for the restored gospel of jesus
christ and its power of salvation and exaltation I1 find deep
personal satisfaction and consolation in my testimony of our
savior I1 also find immense and continual professional benefit
from that knowledge 1I feel it is appropriate to testify that
as a social scientist I1 find that every social problem which 1I
analyze has as its root at some place to one degree or another the failure of man to abide by the teachings of our
lord 1I have come to feel that at least in my own field and
especially among mormon scholars one ignores sacred teachings at the peril of making his scholarship sterile and superficial
second 1I want to express my deep respect and appreciation
for this great university only one who has taught at nonchurch institutions can appreciate the warm collegiality which
exists between students and faculty who share such central beliefs about man and god when I1 announced that I1 was
going to leave a college in boston where 1I had been chairman
of the government department and go to brigham young
university one of my fellow teachers there was very concerned about my future he approached me one day and asked
if 1I thought 1I could be happy at a church university where 1I
would not have sufficient academic freedom to teach what
1I

A forum address delivered at brigham young university 17 july 1973
A former administrative assistant to congressman gunn mckay stan A
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wanted to teach 1I have since told him that 1I personally
have never enjoyed that freedom more than at brigham
1I

young
have taught or lectured at four other schools and was
never free to show how insightful the holy scripture could
be after enjoying this freedom for three years here 1I now
find it difficult to conceive how 1I would explore fully the
role of government for example without benefit of the 134th
section of the doctrine and covenants it is perhaps paradoxical and even pitiable that professor james wilson of harvard recently said
the list of subjects which cannot be
publicly discussed in a free and open forum at harvard has
grown steadily and now includes the war in vietnam public
policy toward the urban ghettos the relationship between race
and heredity and the role of american corporations in certain
liberalism versus
overseas regimes
james Q wilson
1I am grateful
1972
liberal education commentary june 1972.
for this university where 1I feel free to discuss all things in the
light of the gospel
third let me affirm my respect for the constitutional
principles on which this nation and other nations are based
1I take with considerable seriousness the scriptural descriptions
of these principles I1 believe as stated in the doctrine and
covenants that government is instituted of god for the
benefit of man 1541
1341 there are many people and groups
1541
today who try to convince us that government is a necessary
evil it is not the absence of government is anarchy and
there is no liberty therein
it is the nature of constitutional government about which
I1 want to talk today
at base any government is constitutional which by either
law or tradition or both limits the power of the government
and specifies certain procedures for the government in the
exercise of its power in effect then constitutional government exists when there is a proscription of power and a prescription of procedures note that a government can be constitutional
tut ional without a written constitution and a government can
have a written constitution and still not be constitutional in this
sense it is constitutional government when power is proscribed
and when government procedures are prescribed this leads to
my central thesis which is that over the last twenty or thirty
1I
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years in america virtually all federal power has drifted into
the executive office which in itself is now separate from the
executive branch and in fact constitutes a fourth branch of

government
1I personally believe this development to be contrary to the
intent of the framers of the constitution it was not an historical accident that article 1I of the constitution created the
legislative branch that it was listed and dealt with first in
the constitution is evidence of the intent of the framers to
avoid the excesses of executive misrule with which they were
familiar in the europe of their time they created deliberately and consciously a legislative branch which was to have
all lawmaking authority and and an executive branch whose
prescription was to faithfully execute the laws passed by
congress
now 1I do not claim that the framers gave all power to the
legislative branch merely a sort of primacy of power we all
know that the two other branches were created to share government power in a specified way but it is instructive to note
that article 11
II which establishes the executive branch is very
penurious in its allocations of power other than the executive s responsibilities in foreign affairs which he shares with
the senate and in military matters as commander in chief
about all the constitution says about the executive s power is
the prescription that he shall see that the laws of congress are
f aithfully
alth fully executed
aith
for the last ten or fifteen years in washington 1I submit
that there have been four branches of government rather than
three and that the executive branch or what 1I prefer to
call the executive office has amassed overwhelming power
into its own hands
the evidence of this is quite well known and need not be
recited here you may be interested to know however that
just in terms of size the executive office the white house
has grown from approximately 300 or so personnel during
truman s presidency to over 6000 today with a payroll of
approximately 150 million annually 1 this excludes of course
the executive branch of government the cabinet departments bureaus etc it even excludes 15000
13000 or so CIA per
see
ee thomas E cronin the swelling of the presidency
saturday rediew
view
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bonnel and some who technically report directly to the presisonnel
dent it has been said for some time in washington that the
size of the white house is exceeded only by its delusions of

grandeur

this

creates a number of problems first by growing to
such an enormous size the executive office has lost one of the
advantages it used to have maneuverability it now has a
bure acracy of its own separate from the bureaucracy of the
bureacracy
vast bureaucracy
executive departments
the historian daniel boorstin said recently that
there are something like forty persons who bear such titles as
counsellor to the president or assistant to the president or
something of that sort many of whom we now know selnow this is a relatively new phedom see the president
nomenon the opportunity for the president to get out of
touch with the people who speak in his name 2

believe there is great danger in exorbitantly large numbers of non elected officials running the country the strength
of democracy lies in the constant and frequent reaffirmation of
mandate that comes from facing the people at election time
this is why 1I do not like the 22nd amendment which limits
any president to two terms and why 1I oppose the current
proposal for a single six year presidential term the notion
that any political leader especially a president once elected
may never have to face the electorate again is a frightful
specter to me
second this has brought about the demise of the cabinet
as it has historically developed cabinet officers of course
head the executive branch departments and are now no longer
a part of what 1I call the executive office A concomitant
loss of morale throughout the bureaucracy naturally has resulted from this cabinet appointments are no longer sought
after as much as are white house positions As george ball
once said nothing propin
and the
propinques
ques like propinquity
cabinet is no longer close to the president president nixon
holds virtually no cabinet meetings and president johnson
held them only when the press would criticize him for ignoring
the cabinet in fact a current joke going around washington
is that the republicans looking ahead to the 1976 nomination
1I

2congressional
congressional quarterly 17 july 1973 p 1795
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are searching for someone totally unknown maybe even a
member of the cabinet
third the growth in the executive office has brought
about a vast duplication of efforts overlapping seriously with
some of the cabinet departments john ehrlichman used to
head a domestic affairs council and staff of approximately
350 persons and henry kissinger still heads a national se360 duplicating between them
curity council and staff of 560
many of the upper level jobs in nearly every cabinet department
fourth this growth of power is intrinsically dangerous in
a democratic society such power invested in one man gives
evidence of enormous arrogance it is sad but true that those
who try to be a de gaulle all to often end up as a napoleon
a sphinx without a riddle all power but no authority 1I
fear that at least the last two administrations and perhaps
even before have been uncommonly devoted to enhancing the
power of the white house by attempting to discredit destroy
or cripple competing power centers
lord acton has said as you all know that power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely 1I have never believed
that but 1I do believe with the british poet stephen spender
who wrote in his remarkable essay on why he left the communist party that power is saved from corruption only if
it is humanized with humility without humility power is
and public lies 3
turned to persecution
moreover 1I interpret as an absence of humility in the
white house the development of peerlessness 1I feel that
no man should be without peers george reedy president
johnson s press secretary and therefore a man who should
know has noted that power breeds isolation isolation leads
to the capricious use of power which in turn
breaks
down the normal channels of communication between the
leader and the people whom he leads this ultimately means
the deterioration of power and with it the capacity to sustain
no leader especially the president
unity in our society
should be free of adversary debate with equals or their sensitivity deteriorates yet today s presidents cannot have that kind
sin richard crossman ed the god that failed new york harper
& row 1949
254 255
pp
ap 254255
george reedy the presidency in flux new york columbia university
press 1973 p 43
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of adversary relationship with other people because everyone
around them is a subordinate you all remember the fairy tale
about the emperor s new clothes it occurs to me that a peerless president without proscribed power can be virtually a
naked emperor whom no ones dares correct
caballe of performing this role with
those who have been cabable
president nixon moynihan kissinger burns peterson harlow and others have effectively been isolated from the
president by haldeman and ehrlichman and have eventually
with the exception of kissinger left the administration
1I hope no one feels 1
I am being too critical or harsh with
president nixon with the late president johnson or with any
other president 1I do feel that we may need to be reminded
as brother benson reminded us recently in general conference
quoting president theodore roosevelt that patriotism means
to stand by the country it does not mean to stand by the
president or any other public official save exactly to the deevery
gree in which he himself stands by the country
man who parrots the cry stand by the president without adding the proviso so far as he serves the republic is wrong 5
thus the power of the executive office has grown virtually unchecked at the expense of the cabinet but even more
seriously it has grown at the expense of congress many commenta tors have been telling us for some time that congress is
mentators
dead after working with congress for the last two years 1I
can assure you it is not dead moribund prehaps but not
dead it Is even showing some signs of life now that the executive office has fallen on hard times
and if the reports of the death of congress have been a
little premature so also has the identity of the culprit been a
little unclear it is true that there has been some degree of
homicide present and that it has most likely emanated from the
executive office but there has also been present some degree of suicide it is true that much of the blame for this
development needs to be laid at the feet of congress who
failing to process the necessary leadership and procedures to
forge a viable national agenda seem to be all too ready to
hand all power to the president
the house for example in the closing days of the 92nd
As quoted by ezra taft benson civic standards for the faithful saints
the ensign 260 july 1972
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congress passed a greatly misunderstood bill called the debt
ceiling bill which would have given to the president one of
the few remaining congressional powers the power to determine and allocate priorities for the funding of national programs or in other words the power of the purse the washington post editorialized that very morning that the house
sat around for 364 days complaining about the growing powers
of the president and then on the 365th day passed a bill handing the president the last set of powers they had fortunately
that bill was killed in the senate which is one of the few examples of the senate showing better judgment than the house
in the 92nd congress
the library of congress recently completed a survey which
indicated that in the last thirty years congress has passed
580 emergency delegations of power to the executive office
none of which contained a terminal date and none of which
has been rescinded
there is no question but that congress is slow and deliberate many times to the point of seeming inaction but congress for all its faults is the most democratically elected body
we have As such it is probably the most representative expression of the majority of americans perhaps part of the
value of congress is in fact its deliberateness if the founding fathers had wanted speedy and aggressive legislative activity they never would have produced the document they did
it is very enlightening especially after reading criticisms of
congress for its slowness to read from the records of the
constitutional convention
in the legislature promptitude of decision is oftener an evil
than a benefit the differences of opinion and the earrings
jar rings
jarrings
of parties in that department of the government though
they may sometimes obstruct salutary plans yet often promote
deliberations and circumspection and serve to check excesses
in the majority

those words of nearly

200 years ago seem very wise today
1I don t mean to suggest that congress does not need reform it does most desperately during the two years 1I was
with a congressional office 1778 bills dealing with education
were introduced of these 758 went to the education and
labor committee while the remaining 1020 were handled by
18 other committees the executive branch of government
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has changed beyond recognition in the last ten years yet congress which was given the responsibility to oversee the executive branch is virtually unchanged in structure and procedures
some people have suggested that although the stature of
congress vis a vis the executive has diminished the scope of
its responsibilities has expanded in other words they suggest even though the legislative role of congress has been
weakened relative to the executive the kinds of things requiring governmental concern have increased this of course
is probably just a charitable way of saying that congress is
doing less and less about more and more things
in fact there must be a redress in the balance of power
between congress and executive ideally I1 would hope that
congress would put its own house in order and then reassert
itself and that the executive would recognize that an imbalance of power is not in the best interests of the country
and voluntarily give up some of its power 1I do not expect
this however there appears to be more of a commitment in
congress now to have a showdown with the president perhaps such a showdown would clarify some constitutional principles and thus be a good thing for the country but 1I am
afraid that it would not the broad social economic and environmental problems of today require a certain degree of
harmony and cooperativeness between congress and the executive which a showdown will not encourage whether the
president wins and congress loses or vice versa the country
will probably lose neither a victorious congress and an embittered obstructionist president nor a victorious president
and a recalcitrant congress augers well for the electorate As
we all know congress and the president were meant to do
battle in the end their capacity to do business at all rests
upon a set of mutual restraints and accommodations because
in the last analysis either branch can do the other in 6
let me conclude by mentioning just briefly two specific
developments which in my judgment violate what 1I identified
earlier as the very heart of any constitutional government that
is the proscription of power and the prescription of procedures
first let me mention a specific power which the constitution does not grant the president one which 1I would conclude is therefore proscribed some of you may argue that this
kelson W
keison
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appears to be a very strict constructionist approach to the
constitution but 1I would reply that since this administration
announced itself as strict constructionist this becomes a reasonable basis for argument 1I have reference to what is referred
to as executive privilege
executive privilege is an unwritten doctrine that presidents have used to withhold testimony or documents from
investigative agencies particularly congressional committees
it is based on the separation of powers principle underlying
the constitution but is not mentioned in that document or
in the statutes presidents have assumed the power to invoke
executive privilege in order to guard the privacy of their operations
erat ions from public scrutiny 7

president nixon has now invoked executive privilege
twenty one times while the scope of this doctrine was at one
time very narrow and applied only to the president himself
former attorney general kleindienst speaking for the administration claimed last march that it applies to all members of
the executive branch past present and future president
nixon personally said that the doctrine of executive privilege
is well established it was first invoked by president washington and it has been recognized and utilized by our presidents for almost 200 years since that time this doctrine is
8
rooted in the constitution
1I must disagree with the statement As nearly as I1 can determine the use of the doctrine in this form goes back only to
1954 president washington never did invoke the privilege
when congress requested documents from him relating to the
disastrous defeat of general st clair at the hands of some
indians washington discussed the request twice with his cabinet and ordered all papers to be turned over to congress it
is further stated by the present administration that president
washington invoked the privilege a second time in 1796 when
he refused to release papers and instructions sent to john jay
in connection with a controversial treaty with england again
my personal review of that incident revealed that washington
did indeed refuse the house request but immediately turned
the papers over to the senate reasoning that he shared foreign
affairs powers with the senate but not with the house
congressional quarterly 31 march 1973 p 720
81bid
bid 17 march 1973 p 608
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one of the more interesting statements from congress on
executive privilege came in 1948 in response to an order from
president harry truman forbidding the FBI from giving certain records to the house un american activities committee
A young california congressman on that committee argued
that executive privilege was untenable from a constitutional
standpoint and that to let that doctrine stand would mean a
president could have arbitrarily issued such an order in
the teapot dome scandal
denying the congress
information it needed to conduct an investigation of the executive department and the congress would have no right to
question the decision
that statement may turn out to be
prophetic and was uttered by congressman richard M nixon

of california

9

in sum 1I believe that the privilege of the executive branch
of withholding information unilaterally from congress and
hence from the public is a power not granted by the constitution nor implied by any constitutional principles
the second development to which 1I referred is the practice
of presidential impoundment of congressionally appropriated
money this practice specifically contravenes the prescribed
procedures of the constitution for the passage of laws and for
the spending of appropriated funds the constitution is clear
that all federal expenditures must be made from money appropriated by congress in the form of legislation and that the
president must faithfully execute these laws moreover the
constitution specifically denies the president the right to item
veto it requires that the president must veto a bill with which
he disagrees and that if it is passed over his veto it becomes
the law of the land he cannot enforce parts of a bill and
not the rest yet this is precisely what impoundment allows
the president to do
As of today the present administration has impounded 17
billion of duly appropriated money this is not merely economizing where possible nor deferring some expenditures to
obtain better b argains
argains this is the wholesale dismantling of
congressionally approved programs 1I personally thi
nk conthink
thl
gress should and would support an overall reduction of all
federal expenditures as long as it applied evenly to all federal
9quoted
squoted in ibid 29 march 1973
1975 p e1981
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programs but they are not willing and should not be willing
to abdicate legislative responsibility
there are undoubtedly some who support the president in
impounding money whatever the program 1I believe that if we
want greater economy in government we should try to get it
by electing congressmen and senators sympathetic to that problem and not try to get it through encouraging the president
to take unconstitutional action fiscal crisis can be used to
justify presidential action but no crisis of any kind should require nor justify the president to act unconstitutionally
past presidents have impounded money in some ways jefferson impounded some money appropriated by congress for
the construction of gunboats
gun boats but apologized for impounding
it and spent it in the subsequent year for gunboats
gun boats which he
felt were a better buy than the ones available when the appropriation was made with the exception of one impoundment by president grant 1I cannot find an example of presidential impoundment made in an area other than weapons
procurement or specific defense spending until the present administration which has impounded money in the areas of
housing public health food stamps veterans benefits highway improvement and water pollution control you may be
interested to know that eight district court cases in different
states during the last year have all decided against this practice yet it continues
an assistant attorney general in 1969 issued an opinion
which said that with respect to the suggestion that the president has a constitutional power to decline to spend appropriated funds we must conclude that the existence of such a
broad power is supported by neither reason nor precedent 10
that assistant attorney general was william rehnquist who
is now one of president nixon s appointees to the supreme

court

thus the practices of impoundment and executive privilege and the separation of the executive office from the executive branch have created a new and dangerous center of governmental
ern mental power in america the precarious balance of power
which was so carefully structured by the constitution no longer
exists the pendulum is swinging however and 1I only hope
that it does not swing so far that we end with unnecessarily
101
101bid
loiibid
bid
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weak executives what has developed is not the result of
some global conspiracy nor even the fruits of sinister perver
sity but to say that it is the result of folly and not malice
versity
does not reduce its seriousness in fact it should cause greater
concern dietrich bonhoeffer
Bon hoeffer once said
than
malice you can protect against malice you can unmask
it or prevent it by force malice always contains the seeds
of its own destruction for it always makes men uncomfor31
jelense against folly 11
jefense
table if nothing worse there is no defense

folly

is a more dangerous enemy to the good

the present

situation is the result of the decisions of many
who over a number of years have attempted to do what they
felt was best for their country but we are not always sensitive
enough to the long range results of short run programs regarding the present developments it is true as someone has
written

thus the world we made
pays back what we paid
thus the dark descends
and our means become our ends

watergate was not the result of desperation nor even of corruption but rather of unbridled power of peerlessness in the
presidency and of a severe imbalance between congress and
the white house
have great faith in this country 1I even have great faith
in politicians strange as that may seem to some of you I1 find
that the overwhelming proportion of congressmen are dedicated and honest individuals trying to do what they think is
best for the nation 1I even take some consolation from the fact
that at least thus far no elected officials have been involved
in watergate not necessarily because they are intrinsically
more moral or honest but because they know you don t win
elections by bugging and dirty tricks in other words they are
afraid of the people you know madison remarked at the
constitutional convention that the ultimate restraint on power
comes from the people as they exercise their electoral responsibili ties 1I hope and pray we may exercise it wisely
bilities
1I

letters and papers from prison rev ed
macmillan co 1953 p 30
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postscript 29 OCTOBER 1973
2973
the almost daily recurrence of government crises

since this forum
address was delivered on july 17th has prompted the editor to invite
me to add a brief postscript it is interesting if not mind boggling
merely to catalog these developments we have learned that the
highest government official in our land taped all of his conversations
from the spring of 1971 to july of 1973 without permission of
those with whom he was conversing we have seen the legal dispomajor
sition of these tapes become a maor
malor constitutional question relating
maior
to the issue of executive privilege discussed in the forum address
and we do not know at the time of the writing of this postscript
whether these tapes will or will not be available in unadulterated
form to assist in the prosecution of fundamental criminal justice
we have seen a series of clean cut square jawed young men none
of whom were ever elected to a public office yet who were directing
the highest affairs of this nation give contradictory statements the
truth of which is yet to be found but the moral mentality of which
is frightening we have seen the second highest government official
in the nation vehemently deny that he was guilty of any wrongdoing
then later virtually confess to income tax evasion of illegally obtained
money resign from office and then claim he had never enriched
himself at public expense we have witnessed the dismissal of a
special prosecutor who was appointed and authorized to pursue an
independent investigation of the watergate case and related matters
ice
and about whom it was said he would not be removed from off
office
washington post
except for extraordinary improprieties on his part
and we have most recently seen a veto of a
october 21 1973
war powers bill which would have reaffiremd the constitutional
imperative that the president cannot involve the country in a war
without congressional consent
this list of facts is in itself depressing the central thesis of
the forum address was that an excessive amount of power has been
accumulated in the executive office which has had the effect of isolating the chief executive from the people and from congress the
events subsequent to that address have convinced me that if 1I erred
in my analysis 1I erred in not recognizing the full extent of this development perhaps the apex of this long trend was reached in a
president who ran an election without his party ran domestic affairs
without the house of representatives ran foreign policy without the
senate and ran the country without con
census in sum we have witconcensus
concentus
nessed the development of a single center of unprecedented power
surrounded by men who have not shared the notion voiced by william
pitt the elder that there is something behind the throne greater

than the king himself
government is a very precious commodity yet we treat it very
lightly we have erroneously
erronously assumed in america that religion and
ethics were inextricably intertwined and that since we could not teach
continued on page 28
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